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Brief note on volatility measure 
I have been arguing for several years now that “high” valuations in the equity market are much more a 
function of low underlying economic volatility than they are of rapid earnings growth expectations or even 
low Treasury yields.  My first piece on that theme for this service may be found here. 

In this brief note, I present a slightly less crude measure of underlying economic volatility than I presented 
in my original note, which measured vol as simply the 5-year moving standard deviation of real PCE 
growth.  That crude measure had the advantage of simplicity and of not being overfit to make the 
relationship between vol and valuation appear more reliable than it actually is.  The cost, though, was that 
it generated jump changes of volatility precisely five-years after the end of a shock, which is obviously not 
how investors actually process the evolving environment. 

My new measure is also a single simple transformation of the quarterly growth of real PCE, but it is based 
on the premise that investors gradually incorporate and then forget volatility shocks, the latter at a rate of 
about 25% a year.  Like the crude measure, it chews up only a degree of freedom and is not overfit. But it 
conforms more closely with intuition. 
 

Source: S&P Global, BEA, Robert Shiller, Bloomberg, FH calculations 

In the chart above, I show how this new volatility measure correlates with what I have called the adjusted 
equity risk premium.  That is just the conventional premium (Shillerized earnings yield less real Treasury 
yield) plus the difference between a contemporaneous estimate of potential growth and its full-sample 
average. Again, this was explained in my original note. 

In the left panel, I manually tweak the two vertical scales arbitrarily to generate a relationship that suits my 
priors. That is, I force the market to look expensive relative to economic volatility during the NASDAQ 
bubble and then cheap – even to the economy – during the depths of the financial crisis in 2009.  These 
tweaks are subjective, not science. In the right panel, I show the relationship over the entire sample that 
can be calculated, dating back to 1959. The scales there are tweaked to preserve the recent fit. 
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Even with this new measure of vol, the relationship is not particularly tight.  The point is simply to 
demonstrate that vol and valuation are related. I would make nothing of the black line being above or 
below the blue in any particular period, which would be partly a function of the arbitrary tweaking 
mentioned above. But I am going to use this new vol measure going forward, so I figured I would send out 
a quick note to describe it. 

The market looks relatively fairly priced to generate over the longer haul the sub-par returns that should 
be associated with low risk-free yields, slow growth, low underlying economic volatility and the reduced 
risk premia that go with that.  We can’t say much about short-run returns on the basis of these valuation 
concepts, except perhaps that being wrong here about the economic outlook might be unusually painful.   

This environment is not forever, and when vol picks up equities should be vulnerable.  As mentioned in 
my last note, one obvious trigger for that (to my mind the most important one) would be a meaningful rise 
of inflation (to near target) that forced the Fed to adopt a more stringent set of objectives for growth. We 
must watch for a further reduction of the “speed limit”, to below trend, although at this point that does not 
seem imminent.  
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